Fat augmentation following microsurgical removal of the vocal nodules: long-term results.
While the effectiveness of autogenous fat augmentation after microsurgical removal (FAMSR) of the vocal nodules (VN) has been previously shown in patient treatment programs, relatively little information is available regarding the long-term effectiveness of such a procedure. This paper examines, in retrospect, the long-term effectiveness of FAMSR in patients with VN (n = 41) using pre- and post-FAMSR perceptual acoustic and phonatory function data and videolaryngostroboscopic findings for 33 patients. The mean follow-up time was 18 months. Thirty-three (80.4%) patients displayed excellent results; 4 (9.8%) experienced improvement, and 4 (9.8%) postprocedure failure. Patient phonatory functions showed significant improvements in shimmer, harmonic-to-noise ratio, phonation time (p < 0.05), grade, roughness and breathiness (p < 0.001). The videolaryngostroboscopic rating showed significant improvements in vocal fold edge linearity, vocal fold vibration amplitude, and mucosal wave excursion (p < 0.001). Improvements observed through long-term follow-up tended to be less dramatic in patients with recurrent VN than those with nonrecurrent VN. FAMSR is an easy, safe, and fast procedure which should be considered as an option in treating VN patients who either require surgery or do not have the time or perseverance to complete a lengthy program of speech therapy.